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Philadelphia improved its defense by bringing in a familiar face at safety and a veteran player on the edge, but will those additions be enough?

Better, worse, or the same? Anthony Harris, Ryan Kerrigan should bolster Philadelphia Eagles' defense
NHL free-agent period begins at noon ET on Wednesday, July 28. Despite the salary cap expected to remain at $81.5 million for 2021-22, players who are eligible to become unrestricted free agents will ...

5 NHL Free Agents That Will Be Overvalued This Offseason
Nine players were given franchise player designations this year despite the salary cap dropping by $15.7 million to $182.5 million. Technically, it's 10 players. Quarterback Dak Prescott was named a ...

Agent's Take: Deadline looming for seven remaining designated franchise players to sign long-term deal
Joe supposes a greedy Bucs fan might think general manager Jason Licht is trying to hammer out a long-term contract with Chris Godwin before tomorrow’s deadline so he can free up enough cash to sign ...

Bucs & Chris Godwin Still Negotiating
Below is a compilation of properties sold in St. Tammany Parish from June 21-24, 2021. Data is compiled from public records.

St. Tammany property transfers June 21-24, 2021: See a list of home and other sales
Below are 10 quick-hitting insights on the Chargers cornerbacks ahead of training camp: 1) The 2021 NFL season will be Chris Harris Jr.'s 11th as a pro and second with the Chargers. A Super Bowl ...

10 Insights: Chris Harris Jr. Brings Defensive Knowledge, Championship Experience to Cornerbacks
The juiciest names in the free-agent pool after Chris Paul include DeMar DeRozan, Kyle Lowry, and Michael Conley. DeRozan averaged 21.6 PPG and ... Jazz who held the #1 seed in the West this ...

The Full List Of 2021 NBA Free Agents: Point Guards And Shooting Guards
At No. 1 is Chris Paul, who, despite having just turned ... it would not be surprising to see him opt out and hit the free-agent market in search of one final major payday before Father Time ...

2021 NBA free agent rankings: Top point guards available right now
Detectives were questioning a "person of interest" Wednesday afternoon, after a Chicago Police officer and two ATF agents were shot earlier in the Morgan Park neighborhood. Sources said they were ...

Police Sources Say Gunman Was Waiting To Shoot Undercover Officer, ATF Agents
The Memphis Grizzlies return most of their roster from last season but who could they look at to help improve their issues on offense?

What free agents should the Grizzlies consider this offseason?
There will have to be a full plan in place by GM Bill Zito and company this summer before they sign any long-term deals.

A free-agent focus for the Florida Panthers
EXCLUSIVE: Warner Brothers won an auction for Chariot, a feature pitch package that has Top Gun: Maverick helmer Joseph Kosinski directing an adaptation of the graphic novel recently published by ...

‘Top Gun: Maverick’ Helmer Joseph Kosinski To Direct ‘Chariot,’ Graphic Novel Adaptation Won By Warner Bros; Julian Meiojas Scripting, 21 Laps Producing
Between players under contract, their own restricted free agents and any prospects projected to earn roster spots in 2021-22, the Detroit Red Wings have no right-shooting forwards. Signing a few right ...

Free agent forwards: Red Wings could use a couple of right-handed shooters
POLICE have today charged a sacked estate agent over a video that showed Chris Whitty being manhandled. Lewis Hughes, 23, had taken part in an anti-lockdown rally when he approached ...

Chris Whitty video latest – Yob Lewis Hughes, 24, CHARGED with assault of Covid expert after shock footage went viral
The NHL's annual free-agent market will be opening ... such as Thomas Greiss, Bobby Ryan and Vladislav Namestnikov on short-term contracts. They have $48.1 million in projected cap space and ...

1 Early Free-Agency Prediction for Every NHL Team
Regarding the Rangers, the first non-playoff team in NHL history to produce a Norris Trophy winner: 1. Of course Phillip ... The three impending free agents currently playing in the final ...

Rangers will have to lose players to make offseason noise
I'm not so sure it's going to be a big-name trade or expensive free-agent ... Ryan Strome, but Chytil may be the more desirable option from Buffalo's perspective because he's still only 21.

NY Rangers mailbag: Mika Zibanejad's next contract, ranking young defensemen and more
He showed off his development with a 40-point triple-double in Game 1 of the Western Conference Finals ... “This year you could say some of it is due to Chris Paul, which I think it is, but ...

Ryan McDonough details how Jayson Tatum can recruit top free agents to the Celtics
Although it missed the playoffs, the team was far better at the end of the 2020-21 season than at the start. The new regime of GM Chris ... free agent surely expecting a raise on the $1.5 million ...
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